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Tenth Anniversary Issue
* Where Are We Going?
* Where Have We Been?
The primary purpose of *The Writing Center Journal* is to publish articles, announcements, and reviews that are of interest to writing center directors and tutors. We therefore invite manuscripts that explore issues or theories related to writing center administration or instruction. We are especially interested in theoretical articles and in reports of research related to or conducted in writing centers. In addition to directors and tutors who are associated with...
college and university writing centers, we encourage directors of high school writing centers to submit manuscripts.

Serving as guest editors for the Spring 1991 issue and then beginning their official 3-year term as regular editors, Diana George, Nancy Grimm, and Ed Lotto will receive manuscripts that follow these guidelines: four copies of printed, doublespaced manuscripts (approximately 10 to 20 pages) that follow the MLA style sheet (3rd ed.) should be submitted; identifying information should appear only on the cover page. If a stamped, self-addressed envelope is included, manuscripts will be returned. Manuscripts and all correspondence should be sent to The Editors, The Writing Center Journal, Department of Humanities, Michigan Technological University, Houghton, MI 49931.

Subscription to The Writing Center Journal is $10 per year; back issues are $5. Checks should be made payable to The Writing Center Journal. Subscription requests and all related correspondence should be sent to Joyce Kinkead, Editor, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322-3200 until March 1, 1991. BITNET address is FATCG@USU. (See announcements section for information about the National Writing Centers Association.)
Announcement

New Editors for The Writing Center Journal

Jeanette Harris and Joyce Kinkead are pleased to announce that Diana George, Nancy Grimm, and Ed Lotto will be their successors as editors of The Writing Center Journal. The trio will begin as guest editors for the Spring 1991 issue of the journal with the official 3-year term (which is renewable) beginning Fall 1991 with Volume 12. The Spring 1991 issue will still be produced at Utah State University.

The three editors bring an impressive record of writing center participation and scholarship to the journal. Diana George, a charter member of the National Writing Centers Association Board, is an associate professor at Michigan Technological University, where she designed and administered the tutoring program from 1978 to 1983 and directed First-year English from 1983 to 1989. She serves on the Editorial Board of The Journal of Teaching Writing and The Journal of Writing Program Administration. Her work in composition studies has appeared in CCC, English Journal, and The Journal of Teaching Writing. In addition, three of her articles have appeared in The Writing Center Journal. Nancy Grimm currently serves on the NWCA Board as the Midwestern Representative and directs Michigan Tech's Writing Center. Her teaching includes experience at public schools and community colleges as well as university. She has also served as director of the local site of the National Writing Project and published articles in CCC, The Journal of Teaching Writing, and Academe. She and Diana George co-authored an article which appears in this tenth anniversary issue of The Writing Center Journal. An at-large representative of the NWCA Board, Ed Lotto received the 1987 award for outstanding scholarship on writing for his "The Writer's Subject Is Sometimes a Fiction," published in The Writing Center Journal. His "Utterance and Text in Freshman English" appeared in the November, 1989 issue of College English. An associate professor at Lehigh University, he directs the Learning Center and assumes in the fall the additional administration of the writing program.

Manuscripts in the hands of the current editors will be forwarded to the new editors. Please send four copies of new manuscripts to Nancy Grimm and Diana George at the Department of Humanities, Michigan Tech University, Houghton, MI 49931 (phone: 906-487-2066; BITNET: DGEORGE@MTUSYS5). Inquiries about book reviews should be addressed to Ed Lotto, Learning Center, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015 (phone: 215-758-3097; BITNET: EEL2@LEHIGH). Subscriptions and memberships will be accepted as usual by Joyce Kinkead at Utah State University (Logan, UT 84322-3200) until spring, 1991, when her term as executive secretary expires.

The current editors express their gratitude to Texas Tech University for its support during the last five years and to Utah State University for its continuing support in producing the journal.